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Introduction

The book of Daniel is a composite work finished in the second century BCE, with a history of development.\(^1\) Unfortunately, when we work on the book, concentrating on its composite nature, we can allow the history of development to overshadow the fact that the stories and visions—however and whenever they came together—are now one work that together propt to tell a story. Scholars have tended not to ask broad narrative questions about Daniel,

---
but have instead focussed on individual chapters.\textsuperscript{2} By our not considering the stories in their present literary context of chapters 1–12, I am convinced that we miss some of their present significance and how context has changed original portrayals.\textsuperscript{3} In this paper I want to highlight how I think the editors of the present Hebrew-Aramaic version of Daniel change the perception of how Daniel is able to interpret a dream and the writing on the wall in chapters 4–5. To do this they used the placement of stories, narrative clarifications, and repetition of words to shape how the readers/hearers understand what happens in these chapters.

\textbf{Background}

First, however, let’s summarize some of the background information relevant to chapters 4 and 5.

\textbf{Court Tales}

Since Lee Humphreys, John J. Collins, and others wrote in the 70s, scholars have referred to the accounts in Daniel 1–6 as court tales.\textsuperscript{4} This perspective has helped to put the stories into the broader context of similar literature, thus clarifying that some stories are about how courtiers survive in the midst of jealousies (conflict stories; chapters 3 and 6) and others are about how

\textsuperscript{2} Dana Fewell (\textit{Circle of Sovereignty: Plotting Politics in the Book of Daniel} [2nd ed.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1991]) is an obvious exception to this trend, although her focus is on the roles of God and king as they relate to power.


they sometimes excelled in contests with their peers (contest stories; chapters 2, 4, 5). This way of looking at them has brought us insights into the individual stories. Nonetheless, rather than help us to see the stories as part of a larger narrative, this approach has tended to and atomization of the collection by focusing only on individual chapters separate from the whole.

**Editing**

I do want to acknowledge the evidence of editing in the stories. For example, there are two early Greek versions of Daniel. The Old Greek version exists today only in two manuscripts and in the Syriac version. The later Theodotion version is closer to the Masoretic Text where they have parallel contents, and is the version that eventually dominated in Christian circles. The relationship among the Greek and the Hebrew-Aramaic versions is complex, and not quite clear. However, the Old Greek seems to preserve the oldest material.

Looking just at chapters 4 and 5 there are a number of significant differences. In chapter 4:

- Rather than the story being embedded in a letter to the peoples of the empire, it is merely an event related by the king. At the end of the account it does seem that it could be part of a letter sent to “all nations and all countries, and all the inhabitants in them” and to their sophists, and mention is made of the king sending letters telling everyone about what happened (OG v. 34c). However, the

---

5 The second century CE papyrus 967, and MS 88/the Chigi MS.
formal features of an Aramaic letter are no longer there.\(^7\)

- The story in OG is **not** told as a tale of court contest. In the MT (vv. 3–6 [ET6–9]) and Theodotion versions the king summons the diviners, who are unable to interpret; but in OG at 4:15 [ET 18], the king only mentions Daniel when he summons him, as the head of his sophists and dream interpreters, to interpret the dream; a failure by other diviners is not part of the OG story.

- Related to the previous point is the fact that in OG, Daniel is not mentioned at all until the reference in 4:15 [ET 18], whereas in MT and Th he is mentioned first at 4:8 [ET 5].

In chapter 5 there are also significant sections of the Aramaic story that have no parallel in the OG version.

- The reminder of who Daniel is in vv. 10–12 is paralleled by much less in the Old Greek.\(^8\)

- The explanation of Daniel’s skills in OG vv. 11-16 (MT vv. 14 and 15 are not represented) is much less than in the MT vv. 11-16 where various skill sets are highlighted, twice.

- The extensive reference by Daniel, in vv. 18-22, back to the events of chapter 4 is lacking in the Old Greek.

---


\(^8\) “That man was understanding and wise and surpassed all the sages of Babylon and there is a holy spirit in him and in the days of your father the king he expounded exceedingly difficult interpretations ….,” (Collins’s translation).
Such differences throughout the OG material\(^9\) indicates that it preserves an older, less edited collection of the stories.\(^{10}\)

This is preface to my point that what we have in the MT is later and better edited—a version in which the stories were shaped into their final Hebrew-Aramaic form for the second century BCE audience, and so in that edition we might expect to find features that reflect the interests of the second century authors-editors.\(^{11}\)

**Structure**

That there is planning to the present form of the MT book also seems to be clear. The chiastic symmetry of chapters 2–7 was noted by Lenglet in 1972, and it is clear to many if not most scholars that he is right in this:\(^{12}\) chapters 2 & 7 are paired by the four empire scheme; chapters 3 & 6 are paired by divine deliverance of those obedient to God; and chapters 4 & 5 are paired by the divine humbling of a Babylonian king, and are a unit, with extensive references

---


\(^{10}\) Rainer Albertz, *Der Gott des Daniel: Untersuchungen zu Daniel 4–6 in der Septuagintafassung sowie zu Komposition und Theologie des aramäischen Danielbuches* (Stuttgarter Bibelstudien 131; Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1988), and Wills, *The Jew in the Court of the Foreign King* also discuss the relationship between the versions and other materials in great detail. McLay (“Old Greek Translation of Daniel Chapters 4-6) argues convincingly for a complex translation and redaction history for the Daniel materials.

\(^{11}\) Against Collins and others, Henze, “The Narrative Frame of Daniel,” 5–24, argues that the story can tell us nothing about the social setting of the authors, and only about the agenda of the authors/editors. That there is editing of the material for the second century setting seems to confirm this.

being made from chapter 5 back to chapter 4.¹³  Even the sandwiching of the Aramaic materials between the Hebrew chapters 1 and 8–12 can be seen as a continuation of this chiastic symmetry.¹⁴

**My Interests**

One of the agenda items that I argue the authors-editors brought to the stories was to clarify the role of Daniel *viz a vis* his ability to provide interpretations. Initially I was following the work of Hans-Peter Müller and John J. Collins, who argued that the portrayal of Daniel in these stories is that of a court diviner—a mantic as they termed it.¹⁵  It is clear that Daniel *is* compared with diviners in chapters 1, 2, 4, and 5. In their original settings the stories portrayed Daniel positively as a diviner, albeit one who out-does his opponents because of the aid of his God. The argument is that these stories developed either among courtiers who were in such positions, or among Jews who aspired to be among such positions in the courts of Mesopotamia. It has also been observed that Daniel’s portrayal in the stories is at odds with his role in the vision materials of 7–12, where he becomes quite incapable of interpreting and sometimes even of understanding what is interpreted for him. For example, at 8:27 we read:

> And I, Daniel, was overcome and lay sick for some days; then I rose and went about the king’s business; but I was *appalled* by the vision and did *not understand* it.

This Daniel is nothing like the skilled interpreter of chapters 1-6! HOWEVER, I now think that when read as a whole, the portrayal of Daniel becomes consistent. So, let’s look at how that

---


¹⁴ And the recent work of Jan-Wim Wesselius suggesting that the book of Daniel imitates the arrangement of Ezra is promising as another source in understanding the arrangement of the book. Wesselius, “Writing of Daniel,” 291–310.

image changes from a reading independent of context to one within the book of Daniel.

**The stories out of their present context**

MT chapter 4 is crafted as a letter from Nebuchadnezzar to his kingdom, in which he extols the God of Daniel who had “put him in his place” as a mere mortal. As the king tells the story, he had a dream that troubled him; he summoned his court diviners to tell him what it meant; but they were stumped. At last he called in Daniel whom he says, in vv. 5–6 [ET 8–9] and 15 [ET 18], is able to interpret the dream because he has “a spirit of the holy gods in him”.

At this point in the story Daniel becomes the focus: he pauses for a period of time, v. 16 [ET 19]: “Then Daniel … was severely distressed for a while. His thoughts terrified him.” (NRSV); then he gives his interpretation of the dream and is not heard of again until the next chapter. The king continues to relate how his hubris brings the judgment of God upon him, and then how he recovers from it, and regains his position, to the praise of the King of Heaven.

My question of this chapter is, how are we to understand that Daniel has accomplished his interpretation? How does he know what the dream means? All that we are told in the story is something from the the king’s point-of-view. That is only the observation of a pagan ruler; is the reader to accept what Nebuchadnezzar assumes to be the case? The role assigned to Daniel’s God is only as the chastiser of the king for his hubris. It has to be assumed that the same God that humbled the king, gave him the dream, but that is nowhere stated. It also has to be assumed that the same God gave Daniel the ability to interpret the dream, but again the story says nothing about that. There is no reference here to any form of direct or indirect revelation from God, such

---

as we find in chapter 2 or in chapters 7–12.

Chapter 5 is the account of Belshazzar and the writing on the wall. The king holds a feast at which he uses the vessels from the temple in Jerusalem to toast gods. A disembodied hand writes מִנְאָם פָּתִל מְלָכֵי on a wall, which terrifies the king. His diviners cannot unlock the significance of the words, and so he is encouraged to call upon the famous and skilled Daniel, who had assisted Nebuchadnezzar. Daniel is said by the queen (-mother) and Belshazzar in vv. 11–12 to be one in whom were found “an excellent spirit, knowledge, and understanding to interpret dreams, explain riddles, and solve problems”, and he is again referred to in v. 14 as one in whom there is “a spirit of the (holy) gods”, and the possessor of “wisdom like the wisdom of the gods”.

11 … There is a man in your kingdom who is endowed with a spirit of the holy gods. In the days of your father he was found to have enlightenment, understanding, and wisdom like the wisdom of the gods. Your father, King Nebuchadnezzar, made him chief of the magicians, enchanters, Chaldeans, and diviners, 12 because an excellent spirit, knowledge, and understanding to interpret dreams, explain riddles, and solve problems were found in this Daniel, whom the king named Belteshazzar…. 14 I have heard of you that a spirit of the gods is in you, and that enlightenment, understanding, and excellent wisdom are found in you. … 16 But I have heard that you can give interpretations and solve problems. (NRSV)

As well, in v. 24 Daniel asserts that the hand and its message come from the “Most High God” (v. 21).

As in the previous chapter, when looked at independently, there is little to answer the question, How did Daniel know what the words on the wall meant? The queen, and then the king, refer back to some previous incident, but the reference is to what Nebuchadnezzar learned, not to what Daniel told them, for example. Again, we have the perspectives of Babylonians. Is the reader being asked to believe non-Jews? As well, here there is no pause; Daniel says only, “Nevertheless I will read the writing to the king and let him know the interpretation” (NRSV),
and then launches into his sermonette and interpretation.

Both stories have Babylonians describe Daniel as having a spirit of holy gods in him, and he is portrayed as having an ability that he can use when needed and at will. He hears the dream and interprets it; he sees the words on the wall and without hesitation tells what they mean. When we examine the stories as independent units Daniel seems to function much like the divinely gifted craftsman Bezalel of whom we are told in Exodus 31:2ff:

3 I have filled him with the spirit of God, with ability (חכמה), intelligence (חכמה), and knowledge (حكمة) in every kind of craft, 4 to devise artistic designs, to work in gold, silver, and bronze, 5 in cutting stones for setting, and in carving wood, in every kind of craft. 6 Moreover, I have appointed with him Oholiab son of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan; and I have given skill to all the skillful, so that they may make all that I have commanded you. Bezalel is divinely gifted and so does not wait for revelations before beginning his work. He is simply skilled to conceive designs and to do his work, and he is commissioned to get on with it. We find similar portrayals of divinely gifted people in the Joseph character and in the unnamed Jewish רזג in the Prayer of Nabonidus, which is somehow related to Daniel 4.

Clearly, the nature of the role played by Daniel in the free standing chapters 4 and 5 is in stark contrast to the one played by him in chapters 7–12. In chapter 9, for example, he reads Jeremiah’s prophecy of a 70 year exile, and cannot understand it, and needs the help of an angel who reveals the meaning to him. This observation is what other scholars have noted, but it assumes the reading of the stories as independent from the larger context of the book.

The stories in their present context

However, now I would like to look at the chapters in context and highlight how I believe the redactors wanted to change that perception—or at least how their work effected a change. Whether it was their intention to change how Daniel is to be perceived, an assumption about his
role that crept in unawares, or merely the result of what was done with the stories, there is a change.

Read in the later context of the overall story the perspective on Daniel changes, because within the larger narrative Daniel never acts without divine revelation—the portrayal over the whole book becomes consistent. He relies not merely upon an innate ability or even a god-given gift, but upon direct revelations and interpretations. Although in chapters 4 and 5 it is a Babylonian king who attributes Daniel’s abilities to a divine spirit, in the Maccabean version of the stories, at 1:17, it is clearly stated from the Jewish narrator’s perspective that, “[A] to the four God gave knowledge and skill in every aspect of literature and wisdom; and [B] to Daniel, insight into all visions and dreams.” Narratively, all later statements about Daniel’s abilities and actions are influenced by this now initial, Jewish one. On the basis of A alone, Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah are said in 1:21 to be found ten times better than the kings’ practicing diviners. The second half of that comment [B] prepares the reader for the rest of the book where Daniel interprets and receives revelations. Thus, the kings in chapters 4 and 5 are not wrong about the divine origins of Daniel’s abilities, it is only their belief in multiple gods that would be wrong.

Chapter 2 expands on 1:17b. Nebuchadnezzar demands that his diviners give him both the content of a dream he had and its interpretation. They cannot, but Daniel can, and he leads his three friends in a night-time prayer meeting, asking that God reveal both the king’s dream and the interpretation; this happens. In thanks Daniel bursts forth into a prayer at 2:20–23.18

---

17 Reading with the OG, which seems to have understood ἄνευ καὶ τοῖς πνευματικοῖς ἔδωκεν ὁ κύριος ... καὶ τῷ Δανιὴλ ἔδωκε σύνεσιν ....

20 Blessed be the name of God from age to age, for wisdom and power are his.
21 He changes times and seasons, deposes kings and sets up kings; he gives wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who have understanding.
22 He reveals deep and hidden things; he knows what is in the darkness, and light dwells with him.
23 To you, O God of my ancestors, I give thanks and praise, for you have given me wisdom and power, and have now revealed to me what we asked of you, for you have revealed to us what the king ordered.

I do not have time to touch on all the places where themes and words from this poem are picked up in the other chapters of the book, but that happens, and thus this poem coming as it does so early in the book, becomes the hermeneutical lens through which we are to read what Daniel does in chapters 4 and 5. Thus, it is made clear through the poem that if one is truly, and that means, heavenly wise—and the court diviners have proven that they are not—then that wisdom comes from God. The God of Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah is the source of the heavenly mysteries, and that God has made them known to Daniel. When in chapter 5 the queen (mother) relates Daniel’s reputation to Belshazzar, she says that, “he was found to have enlightenment, understanding, and wisdom like the wisdom of the gods”
These words hark back to 1:4 and 17 (משליים) where Daniel is described with the verb שלל and to the poem, in 2:21 (דなのに), and 22 (Q נוֹר), where light is a wisdom term and it dwells with God, and where wisdom is said to come from God, and so Daniel’s wisdom is like God’s. In the context of the poem in chapter 2, the mystery, that is, the dream and its interpretation, is revealed; that wisdom is not derived from Daniel’s innate ability or his God-given ability, it is directly revealed to him: (v. 30): “… as for me, this mystery has been revealed to me not because of any wisdom that I have more than any other living being….”

Thus, when we come to chapters 4 and 5, we have been prepared to correctly understand the source of Daniel’s abilities. They are not merely impressive human feats, even divinely granted gifts like holy men such as those celebrated in the stories of Elijah and Elisha; they have a direct divine origin. Although the observations of Nebuchadnezzar in chapter 4 (and repeated by his ‘son’ in chapter 5) are from the mouth of a Babylonian, when seen through Maccabean, Jewish eyes, he got it right, he just erred on the multiplicity of gods. The narrative, thus prepares the reader/hearer to see beyond the words of the king. Chapter 1 begins to give us context for the understanding of Daniel in his role as a court diviner, and thus, as a later, possibly Maccabean addition to the book begins to change our perception of what Daniel does in subsequent chapters. The sequence in which the information is given is important. By prefacing chapters 4 and 5 with the information from 1:17 and the prayer in 2:20-23, the editors of the stories make it clear that when we come to chapters 4 and 5, we are not to understand Daniel as acting without divine revelation. He was not merely a diviner; he was much more prophetic, from the Jewish point of view.
Other clues point in the same direction, that the early chapters of the book of Daniel might be meant to alter our view of what the main character does. Chapter 4 has Daniel waiting a while before telling Nebuchadnezzar what the dream means. We are also told that he was distressed about what he was thinking and his thoughts terrified him (חָרָע MT v. 16 [ET v. 19]). Without a broader context to clarify matters, it could be that he was reluctant to tell the king out of fear or respect. Now, coming after chapter 2 readers/hearers might ask whether or not he was supposed to be receiving a revelation. There are in fact a few suggestions within the book of Daniel that this is a possible intention of the editors. At 4:2 [ET 5], and 7:28, and 5:6, 9, 10, the same verb as in 4:16 [ET 19], חָרָע, is used in the context of the king’s and Daniel’s reception of the dream and vision, the same verb is used of Saul’s terror in 1 Samuel 28:21 when he encountered the divined spirit of Samuel. This verb when used of fear, at least in Daniel, is associated with the reception of revelations, whether indirect dreams or direct visions. But he is standing before the king, not in his own residence as in chapter 2. However, in Daniel 10, Daniel begins to see a vision while people are standing with him beside a river, but only he sees the vision, those with him experience only extreme fear and flee (vv. 5–7). The pause in chapter 4, therefore, could be understood as a scenario similar to that of Samuel who was standing before the sons of Jesse in 1 Samuel 16 having a private conversation with God about which son he was to anoint as king; or like Ezekiel in Ezekiel 8:1ff to 11:24–25, who was at home with the elders, all the while seeing divine beings with whom he had conversations and going places.

This was, indeed, how Daniel’s reaction was understood in Lives of the Prophets, which

20 Collins, Daniel, 228. It should be noted that this verb describes fear in the face of battle, the numinous, sudden death, and Yahweh and not the fear of someone (TDOT 2.3–5). It would seem to be “an emotional reaction by someone confronted by an unexpected threat or disaster” NIDOTTE 1.610. it occurs through Daniel at, terrified 4:5 [ET 2] (king Nebuchadnezzar), 1952 [ET 1635] (king addressing Daniel); 5:6, 9, 10 (king Belshazzar); 7:15, 28 (Daniel); 11:44 (Antiochus). The same root is used for quickness in Daniel (2:25; 3:24; 6:20 [ET 19]) and elsewhere.
relates only the events of chapter 4 for the life of Daniel. Although the details are different, in this version of the story, Daniel’s knowledge of what happens to Nebuchadnezzar comes through divine revelation: 4:6 “Concerning this mystery [Nebuchadnezzar’s illness] it was revealed to the holy man that… ¹Ἀπεκαλύφθη τῷ ὁσίῳ περὶ τοῦ μυστηρίου τούτου; and 4:8 “Through God the saint knew… Ἐγνώ ὅτι θεὸς ὁ ὁγιος.”\(^{21}\)

Chapter 5 presents a challenge to the proposal that Daniel is portrayed as receiving a vision, because Daniel seems to take even less time to give his interpretation; there is no wait, and so no recognition of time to receive a revelation.\(^{22}\) But, lest we mistakenly think that Daniel is acting merely as a diviner, the editors of the final form of the book provide dates for chapters 7 and 8 that clarify the situation. These chapters could have been dated by the editors to any time in the life of Daniel after the time of chapter 6, as in fact happens with the dating of chapters 9 to the first year of Darius, and 10-12 to the first year of Cyrus. Chapters 7 and 8, however, are dated to the first and third years of the reign of Belshazzar. This is significant. In the book of Daniel, chapter 5 relates the events of the last night of Belshazzar and the fall of the Babylonian kingdom. The visions of chapters 7 and 8 make it clear that the Babylonian empire will come to an end. Most clearly, in chapter 8:3 the first animal that Daniel sees is the ram whose two horns are interpreted in v. 20 specifically as “the kings of Media and Persia”. In v. 4 “the ram charges westward and northward and southward. All beasts were powerless to withstand it….” Since the Medo-Persian empire immediately followed the Babylonian in the Daniel scheme, the interpreter of chapter 5 had already seen the fall of Babylon in the visions of chapters 7 and 8, some time before having to interpret the writing on the wall. Thus, through the dating given to

\(^{21}\) ET OTP 2:390; Gr TLG (Schermann’s text of Cod. 4,260).
\(^{22}\) This is in part because he is portrayed as not wanting to give the bad news to Nebuchadnezzar who had been a good king to him in the end, but Belshazzar is portrayed as despising all that his ‘father’ cherished
the times Daniel received the visions, he is given the necessary revelations—his own visions and guided interpretations, so that by the last day of Belshazzar, he had sufficient revealed information to interpret the writing on the wall; with those revelations and his superior intellect (1:17) and ability to solve riddles (5:12, 16), he knows what to make of the words through the use of word plays.23

Whether the order of the chapters in the OG version of Daniel is original or not, they highlight the fact that the order of the chapters was noted by ancient scribes. The oldest copy of OG, papyrus 967, places chapters 7 and 8 before chapter 5. Although it is pre-Hexaplaric, that is it is a text that was not forced into an alignment with the MT, it is difficult to postulate that chapter 8, which is in Hebrew, came before chapter 5 which is Aramaic.24

Conclusions

Reading the stories in the light of the contiguous context, then, leads us to understand the very same events differently.

In my research on Daniel and the belief in divinely assisted interpretation in the second temple period, I have concluded that the second century group to which the authors/editors of Daniel belonged believed that they were assisted by God when they took prophecies of Isaiah against Assyria and applied them to the Seleucids.25 They took existing stories about Daniel, and through editing they turned a court diviner into a divinely assisted interpreter. Even now, reading chapters 4 and 5 as independent units, we can see the original portrayal of the superior diviner. But, read in context, it is clear that, in the words of Daniel, “… as for me, this mystery

has been revealed not because of any wisdom that I have more than any other living being…” (2:30). In this way, the portrayal of Daniel was made consistent over the whole book: in 1–6 we see Daniel as he makes the revealed mysteries known to kings; in 7-12 we see how they were made known to him when he received visions at home and before kings. Thus through the placement of stories, the addition of details, through the arrangement of the timeline, and the use of *leitworten*, stories that portrayed Daniel as simply interpreting without assistance, became stories understood as portraying him being assisted. Thus our perception of what Daniel does in chapters 4 and 5 is changed.

In all of this, the issue of intention is problematic. Indeed, in these stories, evidence is mixed: on the one hand, there is ample evidence that the stories were altered over time, and links were made in newer material (e.g., 2:20-33) to older material (e.g., chapter 5). But, the question can be asked, why not actually change details in chapters 4 and 5 to make it abundantly clear that Daniel received revelations? It seems that the most we can say is that the later authors-editors assumed revelatory experiences when they read the stories, and so they had no need to alter significantly the actual stories; but they did provide clarifications elsewhere. We can at the least say that their presuppositions about what happened crept in. Whether they assumed revelatory experiences in the existing stories or felt the need to alter the stories, in the end the result is the same: the reader’s/hearer’s perception of what Daniel does is changed when the stories are read in their present context.
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